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Polynomial Hulls of Smooth Discs:
A Survey
ALEJANDRO SANABRIA-GARCÍA

1. Introduction
Let Ω be an open set in Cn and denote by O(Ω) the space of holomorphic functions on Ω. Given a compact set K ⊂ Ω, the holomorphically convex hull K̂O(Ω) in Ω of K is defined by
K̂O(Ω) = {z ∈ Cn : |f (z)| ≤ sup |f |, for all f ∈ O(Ω)}.
K

The compact set K is called holomorphically convex relative to Ω
if K̂O(Ω) = K, and the open set Ω is holomorphically convex if for
every compact set K ⊂ Ω, K̂O(Ω) is a relatively compact subset of
Ω. Holomorphically convex sets play a fundamental role in function
theory of several complex variables [15, 20, 28].
Definition 1.1. Let K be a compact set in Cn . The polynomially
convex hull K̂ of K is the set
{z ∈ Cn | |p(z)| ≤ sup |p|, p holomorphic polynomial}.
K

The compact set K is called polynomially convex if K̂ = K.
We remark that as a consequence of Taylor’s Theorem, polynomially convex sets are the compact sets that are holomorphically
convex relative to the ambient space Cn .
The problem of deciding whether a compact set in Cn is polynomially convex or not is a fundamental and difficult problem in
complex analysis.
We note that polynomial convexity is a global condition. A closed
subset E ⊂ Cn is called locally polynomially convex at z ∈ E if there
exists r > 0 such that E ∩ clos B(z, r) is polynomially convex, where
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B(z, r) denotes the open ball of center z and radius r. Clearly if the
compact set K is polynomially convex then it is locally polynomially
convex everywhere, but in general the converse is false.
Remark 1.2. The rationally convex hull K̂R(K) of a compact set K ⊂
Cn is defined in the same way as K̂ but replacing the polynomials by
rational functions with poles off K. Again K is said to be rationally
convex if K̂R(K) = K. Both sets K̂ and K̂R(K) are compact as well.
One of the motivations for the study of polynomial convexity
comes from approximation theory. In the complex plane the wellknown Runge’s Theorem asserts that whenever the compact set
K ⊂ C has the property that C \ K is connected, a holomorphic
function in a neighbourhood of K is the uniform limit of a sequence
of polynomials in the coordinate z, so a topological condition on K
is sufficient for the approximation problem. It is known that such
analogous topological restriction is not valid in Cn for n > 1. In
fact, for K ⊂ C, C \ K is connected if and only if K is polynomially convex [1, Lemma 7.2, p. 37]. In terms of polynomial convexity
Runge’s Theorem admits the following generalization to several complex variables.
The Oka-Weil Theorem. [1, 11] Let X be a compact, polynomially
convex set in Cn . Then for every function f holomorphic in some
neighbourhood of X, we can find a sequence {pj } of polynomials in
z1 , . . . , zn with pj −→ f uniformly on X.
Polynomially and rationally convex hulls of compact sets in Cn appear naturally in the context of uniform algebras. Given a compact
set K ⊂ Cn , denote by C(K) the algebra of continuous functions
on K under the uniform norm and consider the subalgebras P (K)
(respectively, R(K)) of C(K) of uniform limits of polynomials in the
coordinates (respectively, rational functions with poles off K). The
inclusions
P (X) ⊆ R(K) ⊆ C(K)
are all evident and one of the major problems in the theory is to
determine when equality holds between them. Via Gelfand’s Theory
of commutative Banach Algebras, the maximal ideal space of P (K)
(respectively R(K)) can be identified with the polynomially convex
hull K̂ of K (respectively K̂R(K) ), so the equality P (K) = C(K)
implies the polynomial convexity of K (similarly for R(K) = C(K))
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while the converse is not true in general. A consequence of the OkaWeil Theorem is that P (K) = R(K) if and only if K̂ = K̂R(K) .
For a compact set K ⊂ Cn the chain of inclusions
K ⊆ K̂R(K) ⊆ K̂
is always true, and in general these inclusions are proper. In fact,
the last assertion is exemplified by “topologically trivial” sets in C2
such as topological discs, i.e. homeomorphic copies of the unit disc
D ⊂ C (see below).
The following two general criteria concerning rational and polynomial convexity are due to Oka [29]. The general idea of these criteria
is that for a compact set to be rationally convex it is enough to have
an algebraic hypersurface avoiding the set, while for polynomial convexity a deformation of this algebraic hypersurface towards infinity
is also required. More precisely,
Criterion 1. The compact set K ⊂ Cn is rationally convex if and
only if for every y ∈ Cn \ K there exists a polynomial p, such that
p(y) = 0 and p(z) =
6 0 for all z ∈ K.
Criterion 2. The compact set K ⊂ Cn is polynomially convex if
and only if for every y ∈ Cn \ K there exists a continuous family of
algebraic hypersurfaces pt (z) = 0, t ∈ [0, ∞) such that:
i) p0 (y) = 0;
ii) pt (z) 6= 0 for every z ∈ K;
iii) the distance from a fixed point of Cn to the curve {z ∈
Cn : pt (z) = 0} tends to infinity as t goes to infinity.
The following result is due to Mergelyan [21].
Theorem 1.3. Let D be a closed disc in C and let f be a real-valued
function in C(D). If for each a in D, f −1 (f (a)) has no interior and
does not separate C, then [z, f ; D] = C(D), where [z, f ; D] denotes
the algebra generated by the functions z and f with complex coefficients.
Mergelyan’s result has interest in itself and is not directly related
to the theory of polynomial convexity, but a corollary of his result is
that under the hypothesis of the theorem the topological disc
M = {(z, f (z)) ∈ C2 : z ∈ D}
is polynomially convex.
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By an analytic disc with boundary in the compact set K ⊂ Cn
we mean a mapping φ : clos D −→ Cn , φ ∈ C(clos D) ∩ O(D) such
that φ(bdy D) ⊂ K. An obstruction to either polynomial convexity
is, by virtue of the maximum modulus principle, the existence of
analytic discs attached to K, i.e. analytic discs with boundaries in
K. During the 1950’s the question was asked, whether the failure
of polynomial convexity of a compact set in Cn could be explained
by means of analytic discs attached to K, or in general by analytic
varieties of positive dimension attached to the set. Stolzenberg gave
an example of a non-polynomially convex compact set in C2 having
no analytic varieties contained in its hull (cf. [1, Chapter 24, p. 207]
for a modification, due to Wermer, of Stolzenberg’s example).
A satisfactory description of polynomial hulls is known for rectifiable curves in Cn (see [1] and the references therein). Among the
class of compact sets in Cn , perhaps the next simplest ones to study
are topological discs. In this note we will try to survey some of the
results known for topological discs in C2 . These are almost all local
results.
2. Totally Real Submanifolds
k

Let M be a C manifold in Cn with k ≥ 1, and let Tp (M ) be the
tangent space to M at the point p viewed as a real-linear subspace
of Cn . Associated to the standard complex structure of Cn , i.e.
multiplication by i, the notion of a complex tangent space can be
defined as follows.
Definition 2.1. Let M be a C k manifold in Cn with k ≥ 1. The
complex tangent space TpC (M ) of M at the point p is defined by
TpC (M ) = Tp (M ) ∩ i Tp (M ).
Note that if the dimension of M (in the real sense) is bigger than
n, the complex tangent space to M at the point p is nontrivial.
The manifold M is said to be totally real at the point p if the
complex tangent space Tp (M ) is trivial. If Tp (M ) has complex dimension at least 1, the manifold M is said to have a complex tangent
at the point p.
Let M be a C k surface in C2 with k ≥ 1, and suppose M is
totally real at the point p. After a linear change of coordinates we
can suppose that p is the origin in C2 and M is locally parametrized
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by the graph
z2 = f (z1 )
k

where f is a C complex-valued differentiable function defined in a
neighbourhood D of 0 ∈ C such that f (0) = 0 and fz (0) = 0. Hence
locally M is represented by
z2 = fz̄ (0)z̄ + g(z)
where g ∈ C k (D), g(0) = 0, gz (0) = gz̄ (0) = 0. The condition
on M of being totally real at p means that fz̄ (0) 6= 0 (otherwise the
tangent space reduces to the z1 -axis, a complex line), so without loss
of generality M is given near p by the graph
M = {(z, f (z)) ∈ C2 : z ∈ D}

(2.1)

where f (z) = z̄ + g(z) and g ∈ C k (D) is as above.
The local polynomial convexity of M near a totally real point is
a consequence now of the following theorem of Wermer [31].
Theorem 2.2. Let D be a closed disc in the complex plane and
f (z) = z̄ + R(z) where R ∈ C(D) satisfies the Lipschitz condition
|R(s) − R(t)| ≤ k|s − t| for all s, t ∈ D, and k < 1. Then [z, z̄ +
R; D] = C(D).
Remark 2.3. Wermer’s result is sharp in the sense that k must be
strictly less than one. A counterexample is given by R(z) = −z̄. We
mention that under the additional hypothesis of f (z) = z̄ + R(z)
being locally injective, the conclusion of Theorem 2.2 is still valid
for k ≤ 1 [27, Corollary 1.8, p. 451].
Corollary 2.4. Suppose f ∈ C 1 (D), where D is a neighbourhood of
0 ∈ C, such that fz̄ (0) 6= 0. Then there exists a closed disc D0 about
0 for which [z, f ; D0 ] = C(D0 ).
Clearly as a consequence of Corollary 2.4, the graph (2.1) is polynomially convex providing D is small enough. Therefore the discussion above leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5. Let M ⊂ C2 be a totally real surface. Then M is
locally polynomially convex.
Remark 2.6. Theorem 2.2 admits a generalization to Cn [14]. By a
similar argument it can be proven that a totally real manifold in Cn
is locally polynomially convex.
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By the work of Hörmander-Wermer [14] and Harvey-Wells [13]
a totally real manifold in Cn is holomorphically convex relative to
some holomorphically convex neighbourhood. The next examples
give topological discs in C2 which are totally real and hence holomorphically convex in this sense but are not polynomially convex (or
even rationally convex).
Example 2.7. [14, Example 6.1, p. 20] Let M be the topological disc
in C2
M = {(z, f (z)) ∈ C2 : z ∈ clos D},
where f (z) = −(1 + i)z̄ + iz z̄ 2 + z 2 z̄ 3 . Then M has a complex
tangent if and only if fz̄ (z) = 0, but fz̄ (z) = −(1 + i) + 2i|z|2 + 3|z|4
which never vanishes, so M is totally real. Since f (eiθ ) = 0 for
θ ∈ [−π, π), we can attach the analytic disc {(z, 0) : z ∈ clos D} to
M . The maximum modulus principle now implies that M is not
polynomially convex.
The following example is a variant of Hörmander’s and Wermer’s
example given by Duval and Sibony [6, Example 4, p. 54]
Example 2.8. Let M be the surface
M = {(z, z̄f (|z|2 )) ∈ C2 : z ∈ clos D}
where f : [0, 1] −→ C is a C 1 function. Let γ : [0, 1] −→ C be defined
by γ(t) = tf (t), and suppose that γ has a double point, i.e. t1 f (t1 ) =
t2 f (t2 ) = a with 0 < t1 < t2 ≤ 1 and γ is an immersion. Then M is
totally real and the complex variety {zw = a} intersects M along two
circles which bound a surface on M . Hence M is not polynomially
convex.
A smooth surface M ⊂ C2 of real dimension two is called Lagrangian if the standard symplectic 2-form ωV= dz1 ∧ dz̄1 + dz2 ∧
dz̄2 vanishes on the second exterior product 2 Tp (M ) of the tangent space to M at each point p ∈ M . Equivalently, Tp (M ) is Rorthogonal to i Tp (M ). Duval in [4] (see [6] as well for an explanation
based on the concept of currents) gave an example of a topological
disc in C2 which is Lagrangian but not polynomially convex. Since
it is Lagrangian, it is totally real, and according to the main result
of his paper, such a disc is rationally convex.
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2.1. Global results. The examples in the last section show that
some extra conditions must be imposed on a totally real disc in
C2 to make it polynomially convex. If the function f in Wermer’s
Theorem 2.2 is of class C 1 then it is locally direction-reversing, i.e.
|fz̄ (a)| > |fz (a)| for every a in the domain of f . Preskenis (cf.
[27]) conjectured that this condition is sufficient for the polynomial
convexity of the totally real disc defined by f . This conjecture was
eventually proven, at the end of a chain of results. We give these
results chronologically, reformulating them in some cases to expose
the polynomially convex aspect of the theorems. We mention that
these results are among the few global results for discs.
In the paper mentioned above, Preskenis was able to prove the
following result.
Theorem 2.9. Let f be a C 1 complex-valued differentiable function
in a neighbourhood of clos D, and assume |fz̄ | > |fz | everywhere.
Then the topological disc M = {(z, f (z)) ∈ C2 : z ∈ clos D} is rationally convex.
Under the additional hypothesis of f being a diffeomorphism,
O’Farrell and Preskenis [24] proved
Theorem 2.10. Let f be a diffeomorphism of C into C having
degree −1. Then the topological disc
M = {(z, f (z)) ∈ C2 : z ∈ clos D}
is polynomially convex.
Conditions on the function f were relaxed by Duval [3] and by
O’Farrell-Preskenis [25] independently, solving the original conjecture:
Theorem 2.11. Let f be a C 1 complex-valued function defined in
a neighbourhood of clos D and let M be the topological disc M =
{(z, f (z)) ∈ C2 : z ∈ clos D}. If f is locally direction-reversing at
every point of D, then M is polynomially convex.
Theorem 2.12. Suppose f : C −→ C is proper. Suppose E ⊂ C is
closed, int E = ∅, and C \ E has no bounded component. Suppose
0 < r ∈ Z, and for each a ∈ C \ E we have f −1 f (a) ⊂ C \ E and
#f −1 (a) = r. Suppose that on C \ E, f is C 1 , nonsingular, and locally direction-reversing. Then the topological disc M = {(z, f (z)) ∈
C2 : z ∈ clos D} is polynomially convex.
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A common feature in these results is the systematic use of Oka’s
criteria 1 and 2 mentioned in the introduction. On the other hand,
using a result of Range and Siu (see [24] for example), Theorems 2.10,
2.11 and 2.12 yield as a consequence that the algebra [f, g; clos D] is
dense in C(clos D).
Duval’s Theorem 2.11 solves Preskenis’ conjecture, while in Theorem 2.12 a small set of singularities for f is allowed. Note that
Theorem 2.10 is a particular case of Theorem 2.12 when r = 1 and
E = ∅. An open problem in this area is whether the condition of f
being a diffeomorphism in Theorem 2.10 could be replaced by just
a homeomorphism of degree −1. This problem was first posed by
Browder.
3. Complex Tangents
Let M ⊂ C2 be a C k surface, k ≥ 2. In the previous section we have
seen that M is locally polynomially convex whenever M is totally
real. We consider now the case where M has a complex tangent.
Fundamentally, all results of this kind are of local character.
First we give a canonical form for M in a neighbourhood of p ∈ M .
By a similar argument as in section 2, M is locally parametrized by
the graph
z2 = f (z1 )
where f is a C k complex-valued differentiable function defined in a
neighbourhood D of 0 ∈ C such that f (0) = 0 and fz (0) = 0. The
surface M has a complex tangent at p if and only if fz̄ (0) = 0, so
under this hypothesis M can be given by
z2 = az12 + bz̄12 + cz1 z̄1 + H(z1 , z̄1 )

(3.1)

where H vanishes to third order at z1 = 0. We make the nondegeneracy assumption that c =
6 0, so we can suppose without loss
of generality that c = 1. A rotation in the z1 -plane of the form
z1 7−→ z1 eiθ where θ is chosen so that b e−2iθ ≥ 0 allows us to write
z2 = αz12 + γ z̄12 + z1 z̄1 + H(z1 , z̄1 )
where γ ≥ 0. Finally, under a quadratic coordinate change of the
form (z1 , z2 ) 7−→ (z1 , z2 + (α − γ)z12 ), the surface M can be locally
given near 0 by the equation
z2 = γz12 + z1 z̄1 + γ z̄12 + H(z1 , z̄1 ) .

(3.2)
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The real number γ ≥ 0 is a biholomorphic invariant of M first
considered by Bishop [2] and it is known as Bishop’s invariant of
the surface.
Definition 3.1. Let M ⊂ C2 be a smooth surface having a complex
tangent at the point p. We say that the surface M has an elliptic
complex tangent at the point p or that p is an elliptic point (respectively parabolic, hyperbolic) if the Bishop’s invariant γ for the point
p satisfies 0 ≤ γ < 1/2 (respectively γ = 1/2, γ > 1/2).
Remark 3.2. A similar argument to that given above shows that in
the degenerate case c = 0 in (3.1) with a and b nonzero, the surface
M can be given near the origin by
z2 = z12 + z̄12 + H(z1 , z̄1 )
where H vanishes to third order at z1 = 0. This case is sometimes
referred to as the hyperbolic case γ = ∞.
We mention that the quadratic form in (3.2) has two different
eigenvalues of the same sign in the elliptic case, one eigenvalue of
geometric multiplicity two in the parabolic case and two different
eigenvalues of different sign in the hyperbolic case.
Complex tangents of surfaces of C2 are generically of elliptic or
hyperbolic type, which are automatically isolated. The parabolic
case (which can be non-isolated) is a non-generic case, but could be
thought of as a bifurcation case of elliptic points into hyperbolic or
vice-versa.
We will see that elliptic points have a non-trivial hull of holomorphy, hyperbolic points have a trivial hull while isolated parabolic
points can have both. The situation when a complex tangent is degenerate, i.e. the tangent plane has a contact of order bigger than
two with the surface is quite different, as is shown by the following
example of Forstnerič [8].
Example 3.3. Let g : [0, ∞) −→ R be a smooth function with a sequence of simple zeros a1 > a2 > a3 > · · · > 0 converging to 0 and
with no other zeros (e.g. g(t) = e−1/t sin (1/t)). Let
2

h(z) = z̄g(|z|2 )ei|z| ,
and let M be the disc
M = {(z, h(z)) ∈ C2 : z ∈ clos D}.
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The smooth disc M defined above, which has a contact of infinite
order with its tangent plane at the origin satisfies:
i) M is totally real outside the origin,
ii) M is holomorphically convex, and
iii) M has no rationally convex neighbourhood of 0.
As a consequence, M is not locally polynomially convex or even
rationally convex near the origin.
Further developments concerning degenerate complex tangents of
surfaces in C2 have been studied by Wiegerinck [32].
3.1. The elliptic case. Let M ⊂ C2 be a smooth surface having an
isolated elliptic complex tangent at the point p. Locally near p, M
is given by the equation (3.2) with 0 ≤ γ < 1/2. Note that without
the perturbation term H(z, z̄), the surface M corresponds to the real
quadric
z2 = γ(z12 + z̄12 ) + z1 z̄1 ,
so we see that there exists a one-parameter family of analytic discs
attached to M , each of which is bounded by one of the ellipses γ(z12 +
z̄12 ) + z1 z̄1 = c > 0.
Bishop introduced a method in [2] to find the desired analytic
discs attached to the surface in general. This method reduces to the
study of a non-linear functional equation on bdy D which has the
form
u(eiθ ) = c − T (H(c, θ, u, T (u)))
where c is a real parameter, T the harmonic conjugate operator on
bdy D and H = O(t2 + u2 + (T (u))2 ). The equation above is known
as the Bishop equation, and fixed points of this equation give the corresponding analytic discs attached to the surface. Bishop, working
on the Sobolev space W 1,2 (bdy D) found non-trivial solutions to the
equation by means of a Picard iteration procedure analogous to the
contraction mapping principle. Bishop’s result can be summarized
in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4. Let M ⊂ C2 be a smooth surface having an elliptic
complex tangent at the point p. Then there exists a one parameter
family of analytic discs attached to M .
As a consequence of the theorem, M has a non-trivial local polynomial hull near the point p. In the same paper he conjectured that
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these discs give the full local hull of holomorphy and asked as well
for the fine structure of the local hull.
Further progress concerning regularity properties of the attached
discs was made by Hunt and by Bedford and Gaveau (see [19] and the
references therein). By a refinement of the original Bishop equation,
Hunt proved that the union of the analytic discs is a 3-manifold of
class C l for any l < ∞, while Bedford and Gaveau showed that the
local hull of holomorphy is a C ∞ manifold and extends smoothly to
points of bdy M \ {p}.
The question of C ∞ regularity near the elliptic point was settled
by Kenig and Webster in their deep work [19].
Theorem 3.5. Let M ⊂ C2 be a C ∞ smooth surface with an elliptic complex tangent at a point p. Then there exists a smooth one
parameter family of disjoint regularly embedded discs with boundaries on M and converging to p. These discs form a C ∞ 3-manifold
M̃ with boundary M in a neighbourhood of p. There are no other
analytic discs in C2 with boundaries on M near p. In particular
the corresponding boundary curves are disjoint and fill up a deleted
neighbourhood of p in M .
The discs produced by Kenig and Webster, as in Bishop’s approach, are solutions of a non-linear functional equation involving
the conjugate operator or Hilbert transform. A fine analysis of the
Hilbert transform on variable curves allows them to solve the functional equation via the implicit function theorem. This procedure is
not so constructive as the one employed by Bishop.
Theorem 3.5 closed the question of C ∞ regularity of the local hull
near an elliptic point. The problem of C ω regularity was considered
by Moser and Webster in the beautiful paper [22]. In this paper
much more than the C ω regularity of the local hull of holomorphy
is achieved, namely the local biholomorphic classification of real analytic surfaces in C2 with an elliptic complex tangent with Bishop’s
invariant 0 < γ < 1/2.
Theorem 3.6. Assume M is a real-analytic surface in C2 with an
elliptic complex tangent at a point p with 0 < γ < 1/2. Then there
exists a holomorphic coordinate system (z1 , z2 ) in which p = 0, and
M has locally the form
x2 = z1 z̄1 + Γ(x2 )(z12 + z̄12 )
y2 = 0

(3.3)
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where z2 = x2 + iy2 , Γ(x2 ) = γ + δx2s , δ = ±1, s ∈ Z+ , or Γ(x2 ) = γ
in the case of s = ∞. The quantities γ, δ, s form a complete system
of biholomorphic invariants for M near p.
Theorem 3.6 admits as an immediate corollary that the local hull
of holomorphy of M near p is precisely the real-analytic 3-manifold
with boundary
M̃ : x2 ≥ z1 z̄1 + Γ(x2 )(z12 + z̄12 ), y2 = 0.
M̃ is the union of a one parameter family of ellipses, the boundaries
of which are the curves on M obtained by setting x2 = c > 0.
Observe as well that M̃ is a Levi-flat 3-manifold.
The idea of the proof of the last theorem differs from the previous
ones in that the analytic discs attached to the surface are not solutions of a non-linear functional equation, but are orbits of a complex
holomorphic flow.
Remark 3.7. The category of formal surfaces and formal power-series
transformations provides a coarser classification of real-analytic surfaces. In this formal sense, the normal form (3.3) is still valid for
the hyperbolic case γ > 1/2 except for a countable set of exceptional
values. Exceptional values are defined by the following property. Let
λ be a root of the quadratic equation λ2 + (1/γ)λ + 1 = 0. Then
|λ| = 1 for 1/2 < γ < ∞, and γ is said to be an exceptional value if
λ is a root of unity. In general one expects divergence of the normal
form in the hyperbolic case. In [22] the following two examples are
given:
i) For γ = 1, the surface z2 = z12 + z1 z̄1 + z̄12 + z1 z̄1 (z1 − z̄1 )
cannot be flattened (even formally) to third order.
ii) If 1/2 < κ < ∞, then the hyperbolic surface z2 = z1 z̄1 +
κz̄12 + κz13 z̄1 cannot be transformed to a real hyperplane by
means of a convergent biholomorphic transformation.
We mention that recently, Gong [12] has proved that for each nonexceptional hyperbolic Bishop invariant (in the above sense) there
exists a real-analytic hypersurface of the form (3.2) which can be
transformed biholomorphically into a subset of a real hyperplane in
C2 , but not into the Moser-Webster normal form.
Finally the remaining case γ = 0 has been studied by Moser [23]
and by Huang and Krantz [16]. In [23] Moser shows that under a
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formal transformation the surface (3.2) with γ = 0 can be viewed as
P

z2 = z1 z̄1 + ϕ(z) + ϕ̄(z̄),

where ϕ(z) = k≥s ck z k , cs =
6 0 and s ≥ 3. By definition if ϕ ≡ 0
then s = ∞. Under the transformation (z1 , z2 ) 7−→ (λz1 , |λ|2 z2 ),
λ=
6 0, the surface is given by
z2 = z1 z̄1 + z1s + z̄1s + ψ(z) + ψ̄(z̄)

(3.4)

with ψ containing terms of order bigger than s only, or
z2 = z1 z̄1

(3.5)

in the case s = ∞. Note that because s is a biholomorphic invariant, the surface (3.4) cannot be reduced to (3.5) by a biholomorphic
transformation. Moser in the paper mentioned above considered only
the case γ = 0 and s = ∞, which in general is an exceptional case.
By means of a rapidly convergent iteration scheme he proved the
following result.
Theorem 3.8. Let M be a real-analytic surface in C2 having an
elliptic complex tangent at the point p, with γ = 0 and s = ∞. Then
locally M is biholomorphically equivalent to z2 = z1 z̄1 .
As a consequence the local hull of holomorphy is a real-analytic
3-manifold with boundary given by x2 ≥ z1 z̄1 , y2 = 0, where z2 =
x2 + iy2 . We point out that if the surface M can be formally transformed into the quadric (3.5) then by virtue of Theorem 3.8 the
transformation is holomorphic.
Finally, by a similar method to the one employed by Kenig and
Webster, the real-analyticity of the local hull across the boundary
in the case where γ = 0 and s < ∞ was sorted out by Huang and
Krantz. These results together with the Moser-Webster Theorem
can be summarized as follows.
Theorem 3.9. Let M be a real-analytic surface in C2 having an
elliptic complex tangent at the point p. Then the local hull of holomorphy of M near p is a Levi-flat hypersurface which is real-analytic
across the boundary manifold M .
Moser had already noted that if the local hull was real-analytic
then the formal transformation into the normal form (3.4) would be
holomorphic. Therefore as a consequence of Theorem 3.9 we have
the following corollary.
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Corollary 3.10. Let M be a real-analytic surface in C2 with an
elliptic complex tangent at the point p with γ = 0. Then there exist
a holomorphic coordinate system (z1 , z2 ) in which p = 0 and M has
locally the form
X
z2 = z1 z̄1 + z1s + z̄1s +
aij z1i z̄1j
with āij = aji , and s ≥ 3.

i+j>s

We note that the set of coefficients {aij } is not a full set of holomorphic invariants of the surface. One does not know the biholomorphic classification in the case γ = 0 and s < ∞.
Remark 3.11. A complete study of the local hull of holomorphy of
a manifold of real dimension n in Cn near an elliptic complex point
has been carried out recently by Huang [17].
3.2. The hyperbolic case. Let M be a surface in C2 having a
hyperbolic complex tangent at the origin in C2 . We have seen that
locally M is given by the graph
M = {(z, f (z)) ∈ C2 : z ∈ D}
where D is a small closed neighbourhood of the origin in C, and
f (z) = q(z) + o(|z|2 ) with q(z) = γz 2 + z z̄ + γ z̄ 2 and γ > 1/2.
In connection with Mergelyan’s Theorem mentioned in the Introduction, M. Freeman [10] was one of the first to study surfaces in C2
with hyperbolic points under a certain additional hypothesis.
Theorem 3.12. If f is a twice continuously differentiable complexvalued function on a neighbourhood U of the origin in C such that
f (z) = q(z)+o(|z|2 ) where q is a real-valued quadratic form with nonzero eigenvalues of opposite sign, and f has rank ≤ 1 near 0, then
there exists a compact neighbourhood D of 0 such that any compact
subset of the graph
M = {(z, f (z)) ∈ C2 : z ∈ D}
is polynomially convex.
The rank condition is understood in relation to f as a map of
R2 into R2 and simply means that the Jacobian determinant of f
vanishes in a neighbourhood of 0. We note that the condition on
the eigenvalues is equivalent to saying that 0 is a hyperbolic point
in Bishop’s sense as we remarked at the beginning of the section.
Using a result of Wermer together with Theorem 3.12 we have the
corollary:
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Corollary 3.13. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 3.12, there exists
a compact neighbourhood D of zero such that [z, f ; D] = C(D).
The general hyperbolic case was studied by Stout in [30] under
the regularity hypothesis of a C 3 surface and finally published in [9]
where the surface now is supposed to be of class C 2 .
Theorem 3.14. Let M be a C 2 surface in C2 given by the equation
z2 = γz12 + z1 z̄1 + γ z̄12 + o(|z|2 )
with γ > 1/2. Then M is locally polynomially convex near the origin
in C2 and [z1 , z2 ; D] = C(D), whenever D is a sufficiently small
neighbourhood of the origin in C.
Two fundamental ideas are used in the proof of Theorem 3.14.
The first is to consider a polynomial map from C2 into itself and
pull-back the surface. In the new setting the pulled-back surface
consists of the union of two new surfaces having an intersection at
the origin. The second is that for the new surfaces it is much easier to establish their polynomial convexity, so an application of the
celebrated Kallin’s Lemma yields the polynomial convexity of the
union of the surfaces. After that a standard argument leads to the
conclusion. We refer to the recent survey of de Paepe [26] for the use
of Eva Kallin’s Lemma in polynomial convexity. The proof of the
density of the algebra [z1 , z2 ; D] is proved by an ad hoc argument.
A different approach to the local polynomial convexity of surfaces
with hyperbolic points is given by Duval in [5].
3.3. The parabolic case. An important notion related to exceptional points of totally real manifolds in Cn is that of the (Maslov)
index of the exceptional point. In the particular case of a surface in
C2 having isolated complex tangents, the definition of the index can
be given as follows.
Definition 3.15. Let M be a smooth surface in C2 given locally by
the graph
M = {(z, f (z)) ∈ C2 : z ∈ D}
where D is a small neighbourhood of the origin in C. Suppose M
has an isolated complex tangent at 0 ∈ C2 . Then the index of the
complex tangent point (i.e. the origin) is defined as the winding
number of fz̄ (z) around 0.
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We note that several different equivalent definitions of the index
of an isolated exceptional point can be found in [7]. It is easy to see
that elliptic points of surfaces in C2 have index +1 while hyperbolic
points have index -1.
In what follows suppose M is a C 2 surface in C2 having an isolated
complex point at the origin of parabolic type, i.e. M is locally given
by
z2 = 12 (z12 + z̄12 ) + z1 z̄1 + o(|z1 |2 ).
Under the transformation (z1 , z2 ) 7−→ (iz1 , 2z2 ), M is locally given
by z2 = f (z1 ), where
f (z1 ) =
=

1
2
2 |z1 |

− 14 (z12 + z̄12 ) + o(|z1 |2 )

y12 + o(|z1 |2 )

(3.6)

and z1 = x1 +iy1 . The condition of having an isolated complex point
at the origin means that fz̄1 (z1 ) has an isolated zero at the origin.
The index of an isolated parabolic point depends on the higher
order terms. The following results are from [18].
Theorem 3.16. Let M be a C 2 surface in C2 having an isolated
parabolic point at the origin. The parabolic point may have index
+1, 0 or -1. Isolated parabolic points of index +1 are locally nonpolynomially convex, while if the index is -1 then the surface is locally
polynomially convex.
We note that the case of index +1 was considered by Wiegerinck
[32, Corollary 3.2, p. 907] too, who showed that the local polynomially convex hull is formed by a Levi-flat hypersurface foliated by
analytic discs with boundary in M .
In the particular case that the function f (z) in (3.6) is real-valued
a complete picture is contained in the next theorem [18, Lemma 3, p.
803]. First, we introduce the following notation. Given a compact set
K contained in the C 2 boundary of a bounded strictly pseudoconvex
domain Ω in C2 , the non-trivial or essential part of the hull is defined
by K̂ess = K̂ \ K, and its trace on the compact set K is defined by
Ktr = K ∩ clos K̂ess .
Theorem 3.17. If the index of the origin is 0 or -1 then the topological disc M defined by the real-valued function f is locally polynomially convex near the origin. If the index is +1 then the essential local
hull is the union of analytic discs with boundary in M surrounding
the origin.
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The general situation in the index 0 case is different as is shown
by the following example.
Example 3.18. Consider the C ∞ function g(x) = xe−1/|x| for x 6= 0
and g(0) = 0. Let U be a small neighbourhood of zero in C2 . The
C ∞ hypersurface H = {(z, w) ∈ U : <e w = y12 + g(x1 )} contains a
C 2 disc for which zero is an isolated parabolic point of index zero
with non-trivial local polynomial hull.
The description of the local polynomial hull of isolated parabolic
points of index 0 is done in term of “onions”.
Definition 3.19. Let M be an open C 2 disc in a strictly pseudoconvex boundary in C2 and p ∈ M . An onion C at the point p is a
compact subset of M with p in its boundary such that
i) M has no complex tangents in int C,
ii) bdy C is a rectifiable closed Jordan curve,
iii) C is the union of rectifiable closed Jordan curves Γα containing p, with Γα \ {p} pairwise disjoint and such that each Γα
bounds a continuous analytic disc Dα , and
iv) the compact sets clos wα on M bounded by the Γα are increasing, their union is C, and their intersection is p.
Theorem 3.20. Suppose M is a C 2 disc in C2 with the origin as an
isolated complex point of parabolic type of index zero. Then either
M is locally polynomially convex near zero or for any small closed
disc K on M around 0 the trace of its essential hull on K, Ktr is a
single onion.
Remark 3.21. We note that generically isolated parabolic points are
locally polynomially convex. A description of the local polynomial
hull of parabolic points of index +1 is given as well in terms of onions.
Several different structures can occur. We refer to [18] for further
details.
The tools employed in the proof of the latter results are related to
the bifurcation theory of a planar dynamical system associated with
the complex point. It is not known whether non-isolated parabolic
points of surfaces are locally polynomially convex or not.
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